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  1. Which whale is not devoid of a sense of smell?

Blue Whale

Omura

Bowhead Whale

2. Whales' songs are produced by:

Vocal Cords

Blow through their nasal ducts

Fishes inside them

3. Whales extract the water they need from…

Saltwater

Seaweed

Prey

4. What do whales breathe through?

Blowhole

Mouths

Nasal holes

5. What is Whale Shark?

A whale

A shark
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A dolphin

6. How much milk does the humpback whale drink?

10 gallons a day

25 gallons a day

50 gallons a day

7. What do humpback whales eat during their migration?

Only squids

Only seaweed

Nothing

8. Who many sounds does the humpback whale produce to communicate?

About ten distinct sounds

150 sounds

More than 1000 distinct sounds

9. What is Killer Whale?

A whale

A dolphin

A sharks

10. The blue whale swallows up to:

60 millions krill

20 millions krill

40 millions krill
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Whale Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Which whale is not devoid of a sense of smell?
  Bowhead Whale
  2. Whales' songs are produced by:
  Blow through their nasal ducts
  3. Whales extract the water they need from…
  Prey
  4. What do whales breathe through?
  Blowhole
  5. What is Whale Shark?
  A shark
  6. How much milk does the humpback whale drink?
  50 gallons a day
  7. What do humpback whales eat during their migration?
  Nothing
  8. Who many sounds does the humpback whale produce to communicate?
  More than 1000 distinct sounds
  9. What is Killer Whale?
  A dolphin
  10. The blue whale swallows up to:
  40 millions krill
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